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Create your own paisley bag dangler
Pimp your bag!
With these hand-made, stylish danglers, you can give absolutely any bag a truly unique look.
It adds that certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ and is an absolute must for fashion-conscious style queens. Admiring looks
are guaranteed!
Whether as a dangler for your bag, keyring or belt ... you can let your creativity run wild. And, what’s more, without too much effort you’ve got a perfect gift for the next birthday party you go to too!
shopping / material list

paisley bag charm
space for your notes

material

You will need these STAEDTLER articles:
product
colour
FIMO soft

FIMO effect metallic

You can find our products in
well-stocked sales outlets. Should
you have any queries, please call
our hotline: +49 (0)911 9365-888.
Have fun crafting!

blade set
acrylic roller
oven thermometer
gloss varnish

white
sunflower
raspberry
indian red
apple green
gold
opal green
-----

art. no.
8020-0
8020-16
8020-22
8020-24
8020-50
8020-11
8020-58
8700 04
8700 05
8700 02
8703 01BK

quantity

3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

You will also require: smooth, ovenproof work surface (glass or ceramic), ruler,
knitting needle, keyring with chain, small glass sparkly stones, a piece of coloured felt
(e.g. green), a pair of zigzag scissors, Pattex MULTI all-purpose glue
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Instruction for paisley bag charm
1

Roll out three strips of raspberry-coloured FIMO soft
to an approx. 3 mm thick sheet and cut an approx.
7.5 cm long paisley shape out of it.
Place it on the work surface and smooth over the
edges using your finger.

2

Roll out two strips of white FIMO soft to an approx. 1
mm thick sheet and then use the rigid blade to cut it
into 7 mm wide pieces. Cut these strips in half
lengthwise using the serrated blade so that you are
left with a zigzag pattern.

Make a sausage out of one strip of Indian red FIMO.
Wrap a 2 mm thick sheet of sun flower around it and
then a 1 mm thick sheet of apple green. Roll the
pattern cane to make it longer and thinner until it is 7
mm in diameter.

Position these zigzag strips around the edge of the
paisley shape with the zigzags facing towards the
outside. When cutting the strips, make sure that the
pattern is continued correctly. Smooth over the joins
carefully using your finger and press the strips on
gently.

Cut off the ends and then divide it into 8 pieces of
equal length. Flatten all of the pieces on one side so
that, in cross-section, they look like flower petals.
Arrange around a sausage of raspberry-coloured
FIMO. Make more thin sausages out of raspberry and
place these around the outside in between the
individual petals. Finish off by wrapping everything in
an approx. 2 mm thick sheet of raspberry.
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Instruction for paisley bag charm
3

Roll the flower cane until it is approx. 1.5 cm in
diameter and place in the fridge for ten minutes. This
will help keep the nice flower pattern in shape until
you’ve finished working with the cane.
Cut three approx. 1 mm thick slices off the cane and
position them in the large curved end of the paisley
shape.
Reduce the diameter of the flower cane to approx. 6
mm. Cut more slices off the cane and arrange these in
the middle of the shape and in between the three
larger flowers.

Create another pattern cane using gold FIMO wrapped in opal green. Roll it until it is 4 mm in diameter
and place it in the fridge to cool.

Make a hole in the curved end of the dangler using a
knitting needle and place in the oven to harden for
30 minutes at 110 °C.

Then cut lots of 1 mm thick slices off the cane and
place them along the smooth side of the zigzag
edging. If necessary, allow them to overlap at the
pointed end. Position the decorative stones along the
sides of the flowers and press everything on carefully.

After cooling, remove from the work surface, add a
generous coat of varnish and leave to dry. Using the
zigzag scissors, cut a paisley shape out of coloured
felt making it approx. 5 mm larger than the FIMO one
and stick it onto the back of the dangler. Make the
hole through the felt too and attach the keyring.
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